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About HDL
What began as a small consulting firm over 20 years
ago has expanded to a full-service, multi-disciplinary
organization of highly-skilled professionals who are able to

Building a
Better Alaska

identify industry challenges and provide creative solutions.
By maintaining our core values of integrity, teamwork,
quality, respect, and positivity, we are able to achieve
outstanding results for our clients.
Our licensed professional surveyors utilize advanced
equipment and practical innovation to provide accurate
and high-quality surveying deliverables for our clients.

Our Mission:
Provide responsible infrastructure solutions by engaging
clients, empowering employees, and exceeding expectations.
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Surveying & Mapping Services
HDL offers in-house, state-of-the-art surveying services to support our
engineering services. With our surveying team in-house, it’s easier to
integrate survey services into the design and building plans. We are
experienced in providing:
- Aeronautical

Surveys

- Planimetric/Public Utility Surveys

- Obstruction Surveys

- Platting & Easement Preparation,

-

- Zoning Tasks

ALTA/NSPS Land Title Surveys

- As-builts

- Position Monitoring Surveys

- Boundary
- Cadastral

Surveys

- Quality Control Surveys

Boundary Surveys

- ROW Boundary Surveys

- Geodetic Surveys

- ROW Mapping

- Construction

- Parcel Plats & Legal Descriptions

- Control
- Aerial
- GIS

Layout Surveys

Surveys

Mapping & LiDAR

- Forensic

15+

years of experience providing
surveying and mapping services
for projects throughout Alaska.

& Miscellaneous Surveys

Data Collection

- Hydrographic Surveys & Mapping

- Route Surveys & Trail Mapping

200+

surveying and mapping tasks
completed since 2007.

- Section Line Verification
- Vacation Plats
- Site Plan or Plot Plan Surveys
- Topographic/Design Surveys

Our ability to provide quality surveying products and

250+

years of combined Alaska surveying
and mapping experience.

services relies entirely on our dedicated staff of licensed
surveyors, field technicians, and office technicians. HDL’s
survey team aims to always provide clients with precise,
quality-controlled data, even under the most aggressive
schedules and budgets.
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Surveying &
ROW Mapping
Surveying

ROW Mapping and Platting

Land surveying and creating a base map are often the first tasks of any

ROW and access issues can often stall a project, but using an

project. Clients, as well as other design disciplines, rely on the accuracy

easement instead of platting and dedicating ROW can be a quicker

and timely completion of this initial survey. HDL’s surveying services

and more cost-effective way to gain the needed access. HDL’s

provide owners and engineers with better information to execute their

experienced staff identifies the best solution to the ROW problem and

projects successfully.

prepares the exhibits and supporting documents for the project.

In addition to providing a wide array of land surveying functions, HDL

The survey team can also provide support to navigate the platting

also offers hydrographic surveys providing accurate elevations of

requirements within various municipalities and recording districts,

underwater surfaces.

which can be difficult and time-consuming.
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Surveying & Mapping Experience
Our reputation and exceptional track record are the result of good
communication, experienced staff, and building a solution-oriented
relationship between all team members on every project we perform.

Richardson Highway Roadway Upgrades
MP 115-148
Over the years, the roadway
between MP 115 and 148 had
become uneven and began
heaving, causing the pavement
to deteriorate and culverts to
become damaged. In support
of this roadway rehabilitation
project, HDL’s surveyors provided

Anchorage Water and Wastewater Utility Survey Term
Reliable water and sewer infrastructure are essential for public health. In
Anchorage, the Anchorage Water and Wastewater Utility (AWWU) manages
two water treatment and three wastewater treatment facilities, water and
sewer mains, laboratories, reservoirs, and other buildings to ensure the safety
of the community. However, the working systems required to provide water
and sewer service are aging and frequently require upgrades.
Since 2017, HDL has been assisting AWWU by providing surveying and
mapping services to support water and sewer infrastructure upgrades.
Under various term contracts, HDL has completed a total of 16 task orders
for AWWU, including 12 water improvement projects and three sewer
improvement projects, and a replat of Municipality of Anchorage-owned
property. All projects performed for AWWU have been completed within
budget and on schedule.

design-level LiDAR Mapping. The
survey team established project control for the length of the project within
the ROW but outside of the construction area. All centerline monuments
recovered were tied to project control. A 16-sheet Record of Survey was
completed documenting the survey control and the 118 centerline and
reference monuments tied.
MP 206-235
Large sections of the Richardson Highway needed to be realigned between
MP 206 and 235. HDL’s surveyors provided ROW surveying and designlevel mapping for this highway corridor reconstruction project. The work
included providing new high-resolution imagery and LiDAR mapping for a
swath centered on the existing highway with 1-foot contours for design, as
well as medium-resolution imagery and LiDAR mapping 1 to 4 miles wide
along the corridor with 2-foot to 4-foot contours for hydraulic and
hydrologic (H&H) modeling, and for avalanche potential analysis.
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Captain’s Bay Road Paving and Utility Extension
Captains Bay Road in Unalaska(COU) is a 2.6-mile-long, heavily trafficked road that is
critical for supporting the community’s seafood industry, which is the major economic
engine of Unalaska. The road is narrow and unpaved, and its poor road conditions are
dangerous, leading to frequent accidents. Further, it requires grading twice per week
to control rutting and potholes. The City of Unalaska (COU) is planning road and utility
improvements to the road and, in 2018, contracted HDL to provide professional services in
support of these planned improvements.
HDL’s survey team performed a topographic survey of the entire existing roadway
corridor, including establishing control, defining the existing ROW, and preparing
a preliminary base map for design. The team also performed a hydrographic survey
of over 2 miles of the shoreline to ensure all of the new design fill catch points were
included in the mapping. Finally, the survey team located and mapped the existing
utilities by studying as-built information and digging pits to verify the type, size, depth,
and condition. HDL’s field standards allowed the survey team to efficiently and safely
complete all required tasks without impeding or conflicting with the day-to-day traffic.

Parks Highway: Houston to Willow
HDL completed surveying and mapping for what was
initially a 1R on the Parks Highway from MP 57 in Houston
to MP 72 in Willow. During design, the project was
upgraded to a 3R, for which HDL surveyors seamlessly
continued to provide surveying and mapping services.
HDL completed the control, design, and ROW surveys,
ROW lines for construction, and an SCD ROS. Despite
setbacks such as a large snowstorm that put all work
on hold until the following spring, HDL performed
all services and prepared all deliverables to DOT&PF
standards, receiving minimal review comments.

Kake Rural Power System Upgrades
The power plant and generation equipment in Kake were
outdated and needed to be upgraded. As a part of the
consulting team, HDL’s surveyors researched federal and
state property records, community mapping, planning
documents, and flood data for the selected site of a new
power plant and tank farm. The team then performed
a partial boundary and design survey of the proposed
power plant and tank farm site, pipeline alignment, and
proposed distribution upgrade areas. Additional survey
control for topographic data collection was set to aid
future construction. The partial boundary survey was used
to create a revised legal description to amend an existing
lease.

Palmer Airport Runway 16/34
For this airport project, HDL’s survey team provided
aeronautical and topographical surveys in support of the
rehabilitation of Palmer’s 6,000-foot primary Runway
16/34. Runway length and width measurements were
carefully surveyed, with strict attention to selecting the
correct runway type and measurement point. The runway
centerline profiles and NAVAID reference points were all
surveyed using Static and RTK GNSS. The aeronautical
survey involved completing all field and office work to
FAA standards. Obstructions not visible in the aerial
photography within each obstacle identification surface
were surveyed using conventional or RTK GPS methods.
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Elmore Road

Glenn Highway

St. Mary’s Airport

Kachemak Drive

Birchwood Airport

Chevak Bulk Fuel

HDL’s survey team
provided surveying
and ROW mapping
services for this project
to resurface Elmore
Road from Abbott Road
to Providence Drive.
The work included
topographic surveying,
above and belowground utility mapping,
and preparation of an
SCD ROS and SCS. All
tasks were performed
under tight budget and
schedule restraints, but
the team coordinated
closely with DOT&PF so
that the project stayed on
track.

HDL provided surveying
and mapping services
to support the design
to realign the Glenn
Highway from MP 84-92.
The project started out
as topographic survey
to verify the existing
LiDAR data, but due to
inaccuracies in the data,
a new topographic survey
needed to be performed.
HDL performed a control
survey, a topographic
survey for design, and
hydrographic and
drainage surveys.

HDL completed an
aeronautical survey in
support of a Condition
and Needs Assessment
and RSA Practicability
Study for the St. Mary’s
Airport. The survey team
utilized ground-based
survey techniques and
aerial imagery to
establish new
permanent control
(PACS and SACS). The
geodetic control and the
imagery deliverables
were approved on the
first submission, and all
survey data was
collected to FAA
standards.

HDL’s survey team
completed surveying and
mapping services for this
pavement preservation
project to resurface a
roadway on the Kenai
Peninsula. The team
completed research and
mobilized to the site to
perform the field survey,
field data reduction,
and field quality
control checks. They
then performed final
processing to prepare
survey control reports, an
SCD ROS, a topographic
base map, and ROW
survey deliverables.

HDL surveyors provided
the topographic
surveying and mapping,
control, and lease lot
corner ties in support
of this airport project to
extend the useful life of
multiple paved surfaces.
Existing airport control
was used as the basis
of control, with the final
deliverables being a
topographic basemap,
survey control drawing,
and survey control
sheet. The HDL survey
team worked provided
all services under an
accelerated schedule and
met all deadlines.

Under a term agreement
with AEA, HDL has
completed several
design and construction
surveys in various rural
Alaska locations to aid
in the construction of
fuel storage and power
distribution facilities.
Survey locations have
included Kake, Perryville,
and Port Heiden. Field
data were processed
and reduced into an
AutoCAD Civil 3D
drawing in which TINs,
quantities, boundaries,
and easements were
computed or created for
each site.
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We partner with our clients to develop creative solutions
with an emphasis on quality, integrity, teamwork,
responsibility, and a can-do attitude. We encourage our
employees to follow their passions and are committed to
their safety, well-being, and development. HDL is dedicated
to working with the Alaskan community to develop
sustainable and economical infrastructure.
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